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By Peter Wright

Apress. Paperback. Condition: New. 384 pages. Dimensions: 9.1in. x 7.2in. x 1.9in.Designed to get
programmers up to professional levels as fast as possible, ADO. NET: From Novice to Pro is geared
toward developers who have little or no . NET or ADO. NET experience, as well as programmers
who are not yet comfortable with database programming. Best-selling author Peter Wright
painlessly moves readers from simple database access to the sophisticated manipulation of XML
documents. The book begins by showing you the basic architecture of ADO. NET, and then provides
you with the tools youll need to work with data providers and the Connection, Command, and
DataSet objects. Wright then drills down into the topics that are essential for you as a professional
developer to understand, including transactions, concurrency, typed DataSets, and the use of XML
with ADO. NET. Through numerous hands-on examples and working code that is adaptable to
individual projects, youll learn how to create fast and powerful ADO. NET enterprise applications.
By the end of this book, youll be able to work at a professional level utilizing Microsofts most
powerful data-access technology. This item ships from multiple locations. Your book may arrive
from Roseburg,OR, La Vergne,TN. Paperback.
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A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. It really is writter in easy terms instead of di icult to understand. I found out this ebook from my dad and i
advised this publication to find out.
-- Pr of . Elton Gibson I-- Pr of . Elton Gibson I

Very useful to all category of men and women. I actually have study and i also am certain that i am going to going to read through again once more down
the road. Its been written in an exceptionally simple way and is particularly only soon a er i finished reading this publication by which basically altered me,
modify the way in my opinion.
-- Dr . Sa r a i Fisher  DDS-- Dr . Sa r a i Fisher  DDS
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